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NARRATIVE & CINEMATIC DESIGNER 
 

ABOUT 
 

 SKILLS: Narrative Scripting and Implementation, Cinematic Design, Scene Layout and Assembly, In-game 

Storytelling, Environmental Story Design, Scripted Events, Vignettes, In-game and Prerendered Cutscene 

Development, Camera Design and Composition, Story and Character Development, Interactive Cinematics, 

Actor Staging and Blocking, Pre-Visualization, Post Process, DOF, Scene Lighting, five years QA experience. 

 TECHNICAL SKILLS: Unreal Engine, Kismet Scripting, Matinee Editor, Frostbite Engine, Schematics 

Scripting, Timeline Editor, ANT, Maya, Adobe Premiere, After Effects, Sony Vegas, Bink, Perforce, Jira, 

DevTrack, TestTrack. Familiar with Motion Builder, 3ds MAX and eager to learn more. 

 PROJECTS: Battlefield Hardline, Bioshock Infinite: Burial at Sea Episode Two, Deadpool, Transformers: Fall 

of Cybertron, Transformers: War for Cybertron. 

 

EXPERIENCE 
 

VISCERAL GAMES-ELECTRONIC ARTS – MARCH 2014 – PRESENT  

CINEMATIC SCRIPTER 

 Implement AAA quality first person and third person in-game cinematics and narrative sequences and script 

them into the flow of the game, including the intro cinematic for the opening of the game. 

 Export mocap animations from Maya and assemble cutscenes and scripted events with AI actors, cameras, 

vehicles and props using EA’s proprietary next gen Timeline Cinematic Editor in Frostbite engine. 

 Collaborate in an interdisciplinary team and with multiple EA studios worldwide on the cinematic process 

and to streamline, troubleshoot and help integrate new methods and tools into the cinematic pipeline. 

 Script polished cinematics under a tight deadline exclusively for use in industry trade events and marketing. 

 

IRRATIONAL GAMES-TAKE TWO INTERACTIVE – OCTOBER 2013 – FEBRUARY 2014  

NARRATIVE SCRIPTER 

 Created narrative and cinematic scenes that raise the bar for storytelling in-game by collaborating closely 

with animators, audio, FX-artists, designers and level builders. 

 Implemented in-game and pre-rendered narrative sequences using Unreal’s kismet scripting language, 

Matinee cinematic editor, post process and scene lighting from block-in to finish. 

 Narrative Scripter for Bioshock Infinite: Burial at Sea Episode Two’s opening intro scene. 

 Worked with directors and leads to meet high quality and story goals. 

 Crafted exclusive promotional scenes for use in the 2013 Spike’s VGX “Best character of the year” award. 
 

HIGH MOON STUDIOS-ACTIVISION – APRIL 2008 – APRIL 2013  

CINEMATIC DESIGNER 

 Directed and designed the first chapter of the Deadpool game; a player controlled, noncombat, story driven 

space in which the player is free to explore. It contains multiple scripted environmental storytelling interacts 

and custom in-game cinematics that serves as an introduction to the Deadpool character. 

 Responsible for the cinematic creation and narrative of five chapters for Transformers Fall of Cybertron. 

 Spearheaded player agency sequences by conceptualizing and collaborating with artists and designers on 

player controlled narrative play spaces using Unreal and Matinee to script complex player interactions 

during cinematics, on NPC characters and within the environment. 

 Conceptualized and implemented real-time, interactive and pre-rendered cutscenes from pre-viz to final. 

 Contributed to the overall story by writing character dialog and scene scripts. 

 Designed cameras for player actions such as executions, takedowns and environmental interactions. 

 Trained and delegated additional cinematic tasks to two other Cinematics Designers and oversaw work. 

 Worked directly with the Lead Designer in creating the first polished vertical slice for the Transformers War 

for Cybertron game that set the quality standard at which the game needed to achieve in its entirety. 

 Selected to interview with Game Informer on video game storytelling, theory and design. 
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